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Abstract: Introduction: Muhammad Boy Hasan Hurr Ameli elders and the elders of the eleventh century AH who excelled in science and Islamic studies; His breadth of knowledge and the intellectual and moral philosophy, has made an all-time high position for them. Sheikh Hurr Ameli addition to the scientific brilliance in the field of jurisprudence, hadith and wisdom, distinguished poets and poem writing has been outstanding. He is one of the most valuable manuscripts and exquisite poetry in Arabic, is mainly praise and Sananee Prophet (PBUH) and Ahl al-Imam (AS) and their elegy and deals.

Method: According to this study is that it is Al-Hurr al-Aamili lyrics, Initially the lines were derived from them and then to read and correct vowel verses and poems addressed Using a different vocabulary, vocabulary and meaning is difficult to separate lines, Then the accurate translation and flowing lines and a description and analysis of some poems addressed. Data gathered receipt of electronic software. And find the meaning of words and phrases to explain the verses of the authoritative dictionaries and networking and computer software are used.

Objective: Research and scientific review, correction and Description of poems, literary character analysis of the impact of expanding the ECO Shiite Al-Hurr Ameli all the ends and goals that fall in this research is pearson. Results: In this paper, we intend to examine the character and translated excerpts from the Court Sheikh Hurr Ameli, the literary character of Shiism in Jabal Hurr Aamili and the effect of expanding the ECO and other areas of our world.
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Introduction

Mohammed bin Hassan "Hurr Mashghary" fame and the elders elders eleventh century AD, and descended to him with 34 by the Al-Hurr ibn Yazid al Tamimi, Shahid A. incident of Karbala is; freemen who pedal democratic martyrs, in Ashura reached. Sheikh Horr village "Mashghar" one part of the region of Jabal 'Amil (Geba), on Friday night marks the ninth Recep 1033 AH was born in a house into existence that has its roots in the 40 year history of religion and religious. Shaikh's family moved to the house (Al Hurr) are known. The clan that his generation-were freemen, whose name is equivalent to freedom and liberalism reminiscent of masculinity and remember the family of Al-Hurr ibn Yazid al Tamimi "His mother Allama Sheikh Abdul Salam Sheikh Hurr Ameli girl child is the daughter of a scholar and a man of letters was." (Hurr Ameli, Bita: vol. 1, p. 5)

After a life of struggle and tireless efforts for the revival of traditions and high legal education Shiite holy city of Mashhad Finally, on 21 Ramadan 1104 AH in a cage forever rid earthly tones and mercy was the right place. Sheikh move in one of the rooms around the holy shrine of Imam Reza (AS) and near schools "Mirza J." was buried. (The school is now part of the great university Razavi). Today his tomb is a pilgrimage site for believers.

Academic standing and writings of Al-Hurr al-Aamili

Sheikh has valuable and precious works. He Omar Sharif dedicated themselves to Islam, the religion of the Ahl al-Bayt Imam (AS) and with jobs such as Shaykh al-Islam and employment to education and the training of clergy, by the frequency of left behind one of the most famous of them Sheikh Hrra with it and know it by Sheikh Horr valuable book "means scholars" is. It's one of the reference books of hadith bits of credibility and trust among the religious books are special. In this book, the author's own method employed and religious tradition that scholars in the interpretation of religious orders to those in need and those reclining collected, and their number to 20,000 hadith is that Sheikh heat sources and authentic books Shia as "Usul al-Kafi", "Istibsar," "purification" and other books that are to be brought seventy source.

Sheikh Horr book opened in worship introduction And then on the books of jurisprudence it has purity discussed topic has divided speech blood money. Sheikh Horr two-thirds of this great work at home "Mashghar" wrote And in the year 1088 AD in Mashhad finished it. This year for the prolific and blessed Sheikh was considered. Because in this year 'means the list of scholars "was developed. The fact that Sheikh This book is written and passed three times in terms of things that deserve every researcher and author put it in front of her.

Allameh Amini about the book wrote
"You Encyclopaedia wherever our master Sheikh Hurr Ameli read biographies of great praise from media scholars believe that" a good brother and good Sheikh Horr what is written in the commentary of the book: This book is the religion of his position and rank high, books, and other reports it is lower in rank. Like the sun is shining in our hearts to guide space.

If this is religion, true religion, then it must follow that man to the highest position brings happiness. (The book is in fact due to arrive at the final stages of man). Some of his works and the lasting effects are:

Al-Jawahiri per Alahadys
In the first step, and the first writing experience to collect the sacred traditions that the word of Allah Almighty, deals and traditions for several years in the development of independent book tries. He set the effect of precious first words of the Lord concerning the prophets - from Prophet Adam to the Seal (S) - and the traditions of the Imams and looks at the end of the book with the traditions of morality in the year 1056 AH to the end reaches. (narrative freedom, p. 38)

Second newspapers
Sheikh letters collected in this book are prayers that the Imam Sajjad (AS) was not mentioned in the scriptures Sajjadieh they deal with and it is named as the scriptures seconds. Sheikh writes in the introduction: "Full Sajjadieh scriptures that part of the prayers of Imam Sajjad (AS) is the world related to religion and ammunition. I'm liking for collecting and combining these prayers dispersed was in the scriptures the other prayers him that the great scholars quoted were gathered after upon you that these scriptures holy to first have them recite your photos. "(ibid., p. 39)

Wake Up Wake proof of return
This book in the year 1075 AH, at the request of religious brothers and after writing a book about the return of the shed doubts and uncertainty of Shiites had been written, and contains over 600 Hadith and 4 verse and Ed squashed many of the ancients and the latter's doubts and answer on this issue. (Previous 59).

The benefits Tusi
The introduction of writing your motivation hor Sheikh writes: "The book benefits from some of the traditions problem solving and complex With doors that are costly to investigate some of the issues complex that some of the people of knowledge and perfection in the city of Tusi asked me, And I scattered them as appropriate explained ... And then came to my mind that I collected them. So I decided to collect them to help to solve some of the problems to be After I collected things that are not in other books Tusi benefits book called God grant success "(ibid, p. 99).

Bidayat
Sheikh Horr continued efforts of science and its applications, as well as filling gaps cultural traditions, in response to the needs of the intellectual public book Bdayh to the Shiite community presented him in the introduction to this book, the reason for writing this book writes:

"A group of fellow believers who want the truth were they asked me to limit the traditions about the obligations and prohibitions to collect myself and in the detailed recommendations and an abomination and issues derived from the traditions of the Imams on this subject is brought up. .. "(ibid., p. 99).

Proof Huda
This book proving the Prophethood and Pontificate and expression of the miracles of the Prophet (pbuh) and the Imams said that Sheikh Hor book that technology itself is second to none, and goodness like no other, and is among the works of sweet and reading that some volumes have been published in seven volumes and by the cleric, Ayatollah Jannati Nasrollahi and has been translated (ibid., p. 115).

Amal Amal
Sheikh in the second volume of the book mentions that dream Asrta motive in the Mashhad (1073 AH) is seen 23 years later he's jobs, it will bring string writing. And also to explain the history of Jabal Amel Ulema and scholars addressed non-Jabal ‘Amil. (Ibid., P. 111)

People infidel
Guided umma
Sheikh Horr other books and poems that so far many occasions mentioned in this article. With other books and treatises that they will discuss only the name.

Commentary on the Book of Mourning means
Allama Syed Sharaf Ali Hossein Marashi genealogist late Haeri (d. 1316 AH.)"The important chapters in the principles of Islam", including general rules of the Imams (AS) on the principles of religion and branches of religion and medicine and jurisprudence, etc. compiled more than 1,000 of the edition is over.

Book permission to let a lot of people in it were collected.
Discover books about the name of Imam Mahdi, whose real name is the name of the Prophet (pbuh).
Book at Friday Prayers to objectively prove that it is incumbent on the parties (in the rule book Allama Muhammad Ibrahim Nayshabor).
Book "that sorts N consensus and the consensus judgments expressed in it."
Proof of successive book in the Qur'an
The book on men
Book on the biographies of the Prophet and his companions and praise Imams (AS)
In acquitted infallible book of forgetfulness and negligence
The rule book in public
Alavi books in Arabic
Marvi dictionary
Testament to his book, Allameh Sheikh Mohammad Reza, in the same way Mihj discovery of Allameh Seyyed Ben Peacock
The book is in the grave with valuable benefits, as it is Inc.
A book on ethics, the book describes the purity of Miskawayh and traditions of the Imams of it, has been added.
Book to invalidate the generality of the hadith status
The Court of Imam Sajjad (AS) that Imam's poetry collection is set to arrange the letters that have been published in Bombay.
Maqtal Hussein (AS), according to what some Muqatil been attributed to him.
The margin on late enough clean
The margin of the jurist, the late Sheikh Saduq
The margin on refining Sheikh Tayfh
The margin of Istibsar Sheikh Tayfh
Another inheritance issues before him has achieved Tabarsi do it.
A book on the interpretation of some verses in the Holy Quran
The dissertation in public debate, with some of the scribes and the victory of scientific reasoning to their pilgrimage. (Ibid., P. 122)
The Court Asharkh including twenty thousand bits that have been organized in alphabetical order of the Court .
Poems and odes in praise of the Prophet (pbuh) and the Imams (PBUH) and the holy sites and land is . . . (Alzryh, vol. 9, p. 234).
The fact that most of his works move seen as divided and the parts of them that the number infallible or Imams) as) to twelve or fourteen chapter division, and divides this show of love for him even there are a number that reminds us it is honorable.
So that if one of his close circle of literature and art, and to search the Scriptures non-narrative pay. He will feel pleasant smell literary taste. The reality is that the Sheikh would have spent most of their time in order and Arabic literature among the poet's But she literature as a means to achieve the purpose for which the release of Ahl al-Bayt (AS) knew at the crossroads of poetry and light soaking in the words of the imams chose the second path; As in the poem that points out and says:
"My poetry together the knowledge and the conflict arose. Despite my knowledge of my poetry in front of his humility.

I stopped my knowledge the poet's coming. But I was pleased with my poetry world is coming. " But with the selection and development of light traversing the tradition on various occasions to compose poetry payment. Today one of the greatest poets of the Shi'a would be a great court remains a poem to her memory. Yet: Court poetry to twenty thousand verses is the alphabetically organized and has the wonderful (Praise be to GOD stars meanings Sky Lights thought he starts. (Aqa Bozorg Tehrani, 1293 AD: vol. 9, p. 234).
Sheikh Horr poet and taste great poetry, but poetry only in the service of the people of Home (as) and those that are written in the family walk. He is part of a very long poem in memory bits as such sings:
"Panegyrist in memory of the Prophet's Ahl al-Bayt has prevented me from praising others. Such are righteous months, suns honor and celebrate the creatures and authority of God. "(Ibid., P. 11).
Love Sheikh Ahl al-Bayt (AS) boundaries and no borders, he thousand bits of poetry dedicated their soils bits and makes herself the sacrifice they make to the extent that the odes of other long this love these poems it includes:
"I sacrificed my twelve Although all people are sacrificed for me.
Twelve in number for Moses springs split in favor of Naguib number apostles Jesus, so that the number of the tribes and the Tower of the heavens. "(Ibid vol. 3, p. 261)
With all the glory and greatness, Sheikh introduces itself in another way, Released by the inmate and the family servant shall never be free from the bondage of the family and reads:
With all the glory and greatness, Sheikh introduces itself in another way, Released by the inmate and the family servant shall never be free from the bondage of the family and reads:
"Although my name is the freedom of movement, but Abdel me and my household servant and if they make me rich and release a thousand times I will return again to their servitude."

**Personality of Sheikh Horr**

**Teachers and elders**
And he prepared a great scholar and priest Namur returns, including scholars and scientists Sheikh Hurr Ameli succeeded before them, knee-mannered and struck a lesson they teach or allow the narratives themselves or they quote are. From: Father Allama Hassan Sheikh Hur Ameli
His uncle Allameh Sheikh Mohammad hor
His maternal grandfather, Sheikh Abdul Salam
The son of the late Allameh Sheikh Ali Mahmoud Mshghry factor
Allameh Sheikh Mohammad bin Hasan, son of Sheikh Thani child Zyn-~Aldyn
Allama Hasan, son of Sheikh Hassan bin Zahiroddin factor Zahiri
Allameh Seyyed Hassan Hosseini factor
Allameh Sheikh Abdullah Hrvvshy
Allama Majlisi
The book Wafi, kashni
Mohammad Hassan Shirazi, Allama Mullah Mohammad Taher child Najafi
Allameh Seyyed Mohammad son of Sharaf al-Din, known as Sayyed Mirza islands Najafi
Allama Sheikh Ali author of “Elder manthur” descendants Shahid Thani
Allameh Seyyed Ali son of Ali Mousavi factor
Scholar KHANSARI
Allameh Seyyed Hashem critical Tubli Tafsir Al-Burhan owner
He molar Mohammad Kashani (Marashi Najafi, B to p. 20)

Pupils of Shaykh Hurr

Sheikh research and writing letters was the only man, but also in teaching and training students of his time was considered successful men. He went on to spread the culture of Ahl al-Bayt (AS) and shed Kosar traditions in people's lives has always been clear throughout this part of his life was devoted to teaching. Sheikh not only in Mshghr, Geba and Mashhad but every trip for him was the opportunity, the pulpit is gone, traditions, light household for the Taliban science and the general public to read, and the viewpoints and perspectives the inmate to discuss the meeting. Some of the students or those who narrated from him are:
Sheikh Mustafa Bin Bin mobile Bdalvaab Alhvyzy foreigner Mashhad
Sheikh Mohammad son of Sheikh Mustafa
Sheikh Mustafa Sheikh Hasan, another son
Mohammad Bin Mohammad Hossein Mokhtari Aaraj Naini
Mohammad bin novel Mashhad
Mole Mhmdfazl bin Mohammad Mehdi Mashhadi
Mohammad bin Ali bin Yahya al-Moussawi factor
Molar Mohammad Saleh bin Mohammad Qazvini famous oil
Molar Muhammed ibn Abdul Wahhab Astarabadi Mashhad (d. 1158 AH)
Molar MT Deh khar Ghani Qazvini
Mohammad bin Ahmad Hosseini Gilani
Mohsen Bin Mohammad Taher guidance molar Taleghani
Seyed Noureddin islands narrator molar Mohammad Saleh HERAVI
MS narrator molar HERAVI
Haj Mahmoud MEYMANDI
Sheikh Mahmoud al-Salam Almny
Allama Majlisi owner Bharalanvar
Sheikh Hasan bin Muhammad al-Amel Alnbaty
Mammad Ben Z. Moussaoui factor
Molar Mohammed Fadel Mehdi Ben molar Mshghry (Marashi Najafi, B to p. 35)

Sheikh Hurr Ameli great visions

The valuable book "Comprehensive larvae,“ he writes:
"Sheikh Hurr Ameli living in Mashhad, which - Hello and greetings superior residing in the wind - sign, Professor, Rector, a scholar accurate and scholar J. magnitude and status, the Great, knowledgeable and thorough in different fields of expertise are and virtues of God, he is not counting her long Omar Sharif returns to add his dignity. He has many books, including The Big Book and other means and guided them. " (Ardabil, 1983: vol. 2, p. 90)
Ali Sadr al-Madani Seyed Ali Khan Sahib, also known as "The Age Slafh" About personality Hurr Ameli writes:
"Sheikh Hurr Ameli flag the knowledge that flags can no longer cope with him, the mountain wide virtue that he able to describe not take him, breath of knowledge he has all around the world has learned and any land that had landed there revived. Like the rain that different parts of your life. His writings shines on dark days, and now his words interline remain the same as in the Persian-speaking country (Khorasan) is chosen homeland. "(Innocent boy, his 1383, p. 539). And molar Allama Mohammad Mashhadi author of "Kef list" writes:
'Master and the master of us and guiding dark of us, the best of the best and most complete full, flag direct and guide the blessings, the owner of a beautiful, researched and carefully thought full, narrator and teacher of acting and news aggregator the guiding Imams (AS)." (Hurr Ameli, B to p. 4)

Allameh Amini valuable book "Al-Ghadir" about him says:

"He pearl in the crown of the forehead bright spot time and virtue. If they seek recognition for them was aware of the technically demanding. Words of praise in his introduction fail. He seems statue of science and literature and the embodiment of grace and perfection. Of his work, attitude sayings of the Imams (AS) and Imam proven publishing and collected virtues and wisdom and praise their sentences and learn valuable works have made him immortal." (Amini Najafi, 1386 p; vol. 11, p. 431).

Conclusion

According to what was said analysis examining literary character Al-Hurr al-Aamili and finding books valuable in the inmate Imam (as) we can see that he is trying to spread Shi'ism and the ability of certain sciences have this your works are well represented As far as many chapters of books and essays on the axis of twelve and fourteen chapters is based. Sheikh Hurr Ameli also among the poems in praise of Ahl al-Bayt (AS) has written traditions and traditions of the Ahlul Bayt (as) in his poems is used for industry allusion.

In addition to praise and described the character and greatness infallible Imams (as) described the sword (Zulfiqar) and the bravery of Imam Ali (AS) in the campaign as well. He believed so much heart and love towards the Imam's role in spreading Shiism is plentiful.
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